
Prisionero En Argentina - The Kussman Case 

The “Named” Evidence 

 The following is the State’s “evidence” of which the Argentine Government, engaged in intentional falsification of records 
and corruption, has utilized in order to illegally level false charges against Mr. Kussman in flagrant violation of his civil  and 
constitutional rights. With this same fabrication of evidence the State issued an improper arrest warrant and executed it at 
Mr. Kussman’s residence on November 28, 2014 subsequently leading to his current state of illegal confinement and 
apparent indefinite imprisonment “awaiting trial”. 

The two pieces of evidence presented are:  
1) an internet article, by a local journalist, that of his own volition, ADDED the name KUSSMAN and even stated HE WAS 
DECEASED, with no explanation. 
2) court documents where the initial name of BLUMA was later replaced by KUSSMAN, with no explanation. 

Evidence 1) 

 The following is the segment from the article by Diego Martinez, as it appears on the Bahia Gris/”Grey Bay” website 
http://bahiagris.blogspot.com/2011/08/se-los-nombres-de-los-torturadores.html,  where he inexplicably adds Mr. 
Kussman’s name, even stating that he is deceased, and gives no evidence nor justification whatsoever for doing 
so. 

Wednesday, August 31, 2011 

"I know the names of the torturers" 
By Diego Martínez 

… “The second note does not talks about events, only policemen’s names “I know the names of the tortures: Noel, Salinas 
and Culman or Culdmand, something like that…” Catalina wrote. The first one is Officer Pedro Jose Noel, then Head Chief 
of Radioelectric Command who despite “Intense investigations” failed to clarify the robbery of the corpse. Noel (At the time 
of this article, 2011) is 64 years old and lives in General Daniel Cerri, a town close to Bahia Blanca city.  The second one 
would be Corporal Jesus Salinas, who lives in Ingeniero White and was in the ambulance restraining the “Usual Suspects”. 
The name of the third one is spelled Kussman and he is dead. Officer Claudio Alejandro Kussman was part of 
DIPBA in Bahia Blanca and had been denounced as a torturer by the PRT in October 1974. Abel Cordoba, the 
prosecutor, asked for his arrest along with Noel and the ambulance’s second occupant, Faustino Loncon.” 

 The following is the original excerpt of the “mysterious handwritten note” that the defense was denied 
access to where the woman in the Martinez article says Culman or Culmand.  
There is absolutely no mention of a Kussman anywhere in this documentation. 
 

 

“I added this to this letter because I didn’t want to write more at the hotel. I know the names of the torturers Noel, Salinas y 
Culman or Culmand, something like that… 

Evidence 2) 
 

http://bahiagris.blogspot.com/2011/08/se-los-nombres-de-los-torturadores.html


 The following is a court document where Pedro Miramonte states BLUMA as part of the responsible party: 
 BAYON CASE September 14, 2011 (A case against a Navy personnel, BAYON) 
There is absolutely no mention of a Kussman anywhere in this documentation. 

 

 
MIRAMONTE, Roberto Pedro. Casa Bayon  14-09-11 
 
He blamed the commissioner TRIBENTI (Head Chief  of Radio Command ) for his transfer to “The Escuelita”, and said it 
was not his responsibility, that the (arresting) CR Officer “BLUMA” was not acting under his own orders..   
 

 The following is the court document, recounting the events and the name BLUMA is now changed to read 
KUSSMAN by prosecutor Abel Cordoba. December 16, 2014 

 
 
Pedro MIRAMONTE:: Miramonte In the year 1973 was Assistant Director of Roads of the Province of Buenos Aires and 

was a Peronista militant. On March 25, 1976 he was abducted by personnel of Radio Command, among which he 

recognized Kussmann, and then taken to the headquarters of the Regional Unit V of this city, where he was informed by the 

officer in charge named TRIVENTI of the arrest warrant issued against him by the army. He remained captive until taken to 

a dungeon, which had more people detained… 


